Conclusions

1. Make a statement about your topic. (change the wording)
2. Restate your thesis.
3. Write a brief sentence restating each of your examples. No quotes.
4. Make a final statement about topic and why he/it is important.

For *A Christmas Carol* papers:

Make a statement about Scrooge or Scrooge’s change. Restate the spirit who inspired this change. Use different words than those used in your thesis statement. Write a brief sentence about each of your examples. Make a final statement about Scrooge or his change and why it was so important or memorable.

Model

Ebenezer Scrooge is a changed man by then end of the play. The Cratchit family evokes this change. When he considers how Fezziwig treated him when he was young, Scrooge knows Bob deserves more appreciation. After Mrs. Cratchit begrudgingly agrees to toast Mr. Scrooge, he sees himself through her eyes. Finally, wanting to ensure that Tiny Tim regains his health shows Scrooge’s newly found kindness. Although he is certainly not a likeable character when we first encounter Ebenezer, by the final scene readers are proud of him.